WHOLE HOME ENTERTAINMENT
Videos, Music, Photos and More

The Biggest ReQuest Experience Ever
Welcome to the ultimate whole home entertainment experience.
Our award winning music servers are ready to splash your collection
of music and pictures across the biggest screens your home theater
can handle with our sharp, fast new HDTV interface.

IMC - Intelligent Media Client

Breathe media-rich life into every corner of your home
with the Intelligent Media Client. Enjoy video, music,
photos, and more on HDTV all through this little box.
Just connect to the local network and link to the
F.Series or iQ ReQuest server.

But music is only the beginning. Expand your system with the IMC
Intelligent Media Client and your movie collection and millions of
online videos join the party.

Tune in From Every Room of the House:

Cover Art Browsing

Search Capability

Movies and YouTube™

Photos and Slideshows
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iQ.IMS - Intelligent Media Server

The Intelligent Media Server (IMS) stores media and controls the entire iQ system. Four
built-in hard disk sources allow true flexibility necessary for whole-house control. Dad can
enjoy a cigar and some jazz in the den while the kids party by the pool thanks to the intuitive
distribution of control via in-wall, tabletop, networked and wireless touch panels. In addition
to the four hard disk sources, IMS includes Internet streaming and Finetune sources, and can
be equipped to control AM/FM, XM, and Sirius radio, extending your music collection to
infinite size. Video, movies, and YouTube™ can be added to the theater and TVs throughout
the home with Intelligent Media Clients.

iQ.IMA - Intelligent Multiroom Amplifier

The iQ Intelligent Multiroom Amplifier (IMA) is the powerhouse of the iQ system. With its
12x50-watt array of outputs, it demands nothing less than pure performance from the
speakers it drives. Also built-in is an 7x7 matrix switch that allows your ReQuest Intelligent
Media Server to control the outputs with no programming or external hardware required.
Power up to 42 zones with multiple amplifiers to fill any size home with music.

FREEDOM

This easy and fun handheld
touch screen connects easily
through your home’s WiFi
network with zero
programming required.

iQ.SCK

Serial Connection Kit for
integrating radios and
multiple IMA amplifiers into
the iQ whole house music
system.

TS.15N

Full color 15” wall mountable
or standalone touch screen
with webcams, weather,
stocks, and full system control
via standard Ethernet
connection.

iQ.TS35

This 3.5” in-wall controller is
the lowest cost touch screen
in its class. Available in black,
white, and double-sized
faceplates - perfect for a
retro installation.

iQ.NIRE

Network IR Extender for
connecting satellite TV
tuners, cable boxes,
and CD changers
to your IQ
system.

THE INTELLIGENT MEDIA SYSTEM

Weather, Stocks, Webcams

F.Series - The Center of Your Musical Universe

Available in two and four zone configurations, F.Series is the perfect choice for the majority of
home installations. The F.Series features multiple audio outputs from a single unit, allowing family
members to listen to different songs in different rooms of the house. Add an Intelligent Media
Client for movies and video.

N.Series - Your Music Your Way

The single zone N.Series is the perfect introduction to the world of ReQuest music servers. From a
hip studio apartment to a stately colonial, there is an N.Series model that fits every budget and
music collection. With models capable of storing up to 1,200 CDs, music collections can grow
without worries of exhausting storage space.

MEDIA SERVERS

For Music and Movie Fans

TS.15N
15” Network Touch Screen

The TS.15N 15" touch screen provides complete
2-way interactivity with the ReQuest systems. The
TS.15 touch screen introduces breakthrough music
experiences that are both visually exciting and
intuitively designed. It will positively change the
way you listen to your music. Connects via Ethernet
and can be placed anywhere in the home.

The TS15N with wall mount

Serious Play
Media Manager

Serious Play Media Manager is an
intuitive drag-and-drop experience that
gives you the power to navigate your
music collection with the touch of a
finger. Exploring your entire collection is
made simple with comprehensive album
art displays and touch screen control.

NetSync™

NetSync is patented ReQuest technology
that synchronizes your music collection
from your home unit to your office, your
summer vacation home, and even your
yacht. Syncing from one room to another
in your home, or across the Internet to
your villa in Tahiti is simple with
ReQuest’s NetSync technology.

NetSync for iTunes

MyReQuest

With My.ReQuest.com, accessing your
music anywhere in the world is as easy as
typing in a web address. Connect to your
ReQuest server with any web browser
and listen to your favorite music in your
hotel, while traveling, at the office, and
even on your notebook at the local
Starbucks. No matter where you go, your
collection is available to you.

Classical Music Mode

For classical music enthusiasts, ReQuest’s
Classical Music Mode Service makes it
easy to manage, find, play, and enjoy
classical collections. Search by composer,
conductor, orchestra or performance. You
can even hit “shuffle” without fear Classical Music Mode won’t break up a
performance.

Finetune

Hundreds of commercial-free stations
add millions of songs to your collection
instantly with this premium Internet
streaming service. Create your own
playlists and control the experience from
any touch screen in the house.

NetSync for iTunes synchronizes songs, playlists, and metadata between
multiple iPods and your ReQuest server. Use iTunes on your computer to add
music, update metadata, and create playlists. The changes are also made on the
ReQuest server and are available throughout the entire house. NetSync for
iTunes utilizes the ReQuest Automatic Dual Encoding (ADE) engine ensuring
the highest fidelity music files are automatically played for home listening and
a second optimized version is used on the iPods or iPhone. Available on the PC
and Mac.

ReQuest Webserver

Now you can have complete control over your
music collection right from your computer –
whether you are in your family room or Paris.
Utilize the Serious Play drag-and-drop interface,
add music and even upload songs from iTunes for
your distributed music system right from your Mac
or PC.

Only

can bring it all together

2 Homes

3 Kids

4 iPods
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Copy your music and playlists to
multiple iPods and iTunes libraries
without a dock

Synchronize your music, playlists
and media between multiple
homes automatically

Monitor your system or
stream your music anywhere
in the world

Automatic Dual Encoding
(ADE) delivers high quality
sound in the home

...and optimized versions for
iPods and streaming
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